qOC Glamis Scottish Extravaganza 2014 –
Report from John Clark Area Rep’ A1 (central/southern Scotland)
What a great weekend!!!
First of all, I'd like to sincerely thank all the people who made the effort to come along and make the
qOC club stand the success that it was this year:
Mark McCallum, Brian (&Helen) Anderson, Chris (&Tracey) Brooks, Norman (&Sandra) Shearer, Rory
Amos, David Bell, Grahame Stewart, John Coughtrie, Mark Hanman, Clive Sharman, Colin Aitchison,
Michael Dewar and not forgetting my long-suffering Gail.

And special thanks to Colin’s mum for these lovely Audi cupcakes!

What a hoot!!! The weekend saw two very good weather days plus quite a lot of rain on the Saturday
night which, although it made for an uncomfortable sound on the roof of the tents, it had gone by
morning to be replaced by more blue skies. A few non-member ur quattro owners appeared out of the
woodwork to say hello to us on the stand and I'll be very surprised if A1 doesn't see two or three new
members as a result.
Special praise to Chairman Coughtrie, Mark Hanman and David Bell who all went the extra mile
(hundreds of miles) to attend the show. Prize for the furthest travelled definitely goes to Mark Hanman
who made a super human effort all the way from Poole in Dorset in his fine looking Zermatt WR.

(Chairman - Just goes to prove that there are some of us out there who still drive their Ur s thousands of miles
with minimal issues.)

As well as the club stand, which I thought was very well presented with two club gazebos and two flags
amongst a selection of very nice cars, we also had separately a superb qOC 'village' on the lawn of
Glamis Castle which included tents, a catering gazebo (complete with 5-burner BBQ), a second gazebo
which doubled as a social area and smoking shelter and the third qOC gazebo which became the
cover for the banqueting facility and waterproof shelter when the rain appeared.
I spent much of my time during the day discussing the cars and club with people who visited the stand
and, like a few others, spent the rest of the time dealing with red-wine, whisky and nursing a hangover.

I didn't take a single picture over the weekend (Photos
courtesy of Mark McCallum, Clive Sharman & John
Coughtrie), so if anyone has any more photographs
then I'm sure we'd all love to see them on the website.
Alternatively, for the upload-challenged, feel free to email them to me and I'll deal with the rest.

John Clark
A1 Area Representative
& Club I.T. Secretary

